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As a consequence of this international team
work, the NIST tested and adopted the SASCAL
correlation (SAScal Chemical Reaction
Engineering Analysis Laboratory) by Penkova
and KroesÂ . REFPROP and Thermophysical
Properties Database (TPPD) are known as
reference software forÂ . free download nist
refprop 9.1 ï¬le Everything about refprop 9.0
download ï¬le nist refprop 9.1. The reference
database nist refprop 9.0 download standard
reference database 23: reference fluid
thermodynamic and transport propertiesREFPROP. I had been using -Â . First, I
apologize for not getting back to you sooner.
REFPROP 9 software is a ï¬nalization of
earlier Reference Fluid Thermodynamic and
Transport properties (REFPROP)Â . REFPROP
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National Institute of Standards and Technology
REFPROP is the database containing chemical
engineering thermodynamic and transport
properties for hundreds of (mostly simple)
compounds and mixtures at a variety of
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Thermodynamic and Transport PropertiesREFPROP, Version 9.1â€“. This database was
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